
59 Deaths in Las Vegas Massacre, Yet 85
Deaths Every Week in Gov. Cuomo’s Mental
Health Agencies
Astronomical numbers of deaths of people
with disabilities and the criminally negligent
deaths are being covered-up by Gov. Cuomo's corrupt Justice Center

ALBANY, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, October 4, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The numbers speak

A very large number of
deaths of our most vulnerable
residents with disabilities
occurring every week are
preventable deaths, but
nothing is being done by
Governor Cuomo to stop
these horrific deaths.”

Michael Carey- Advocate for
people with disabilities and

their families

for themselves, 11-13 extremely vulnerable children and
adults with disabilities are dying every day in Governor
Cuomo’s extremely dangerous and deadly mental health care
system according to State documents obtained through New
York State Freedom of Information Law. As Governor Cuomo
attempts to exploit the horrific Las Vegas mass murder to try
to get national attention, far more people die every week in his
unsafe agencies than in this horrific massacre. A very large
number of deaths of our most vulnerable residents with
disabilities occurring every week are preventable deaths, but
nothing is being done by Governor Cuomo to stop these
horrific deaths. 

Hard to fathom, yet true, the number one known trend leading
to what are being called “untimely” deaths, but really

criminally negligent deaths, of people with developmental disabilities, is staff not calling 911. Staff are
directed to call a nurse triage hotline somewhere else in the State, instead of immediately calling 911,
and large numbers of innocent people are dying as a direct result. This is what a very well known civil
rights attorney has explained to be called “gross and deliberate indifference” or in other words, who
the hell cares if these people live or die, they are expendable. The truth is, people with disabilities are
gifts from God to us all and we have a responsibility to care for them with excellence. How these
precious children of God are being treated in New York State speaks volumes revealing wide-scale
systemic human and civil rights atrocities. These gross injustices must be stopped and the people
that are not providing safe care and services must be removed from being able to harm or kill other
innocent people. The individuals involved in covering up these deaths within Governor Cuomo’s
fraudulent Justice Center and everyone involved in protecting those that harm our most vulnerable
must be arrested and held personally accountable for their crimes. These heinous crimes are being
committed all the time without the use of guns, but obviously, they are just as deadly. How can New
York Governor Andrew Cuomo be a spokesperson for protecting the general public from what he calls
gun violence when he himself refuses to protect societies most vulnerable under his own charge?
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Jonathan Carey "Champion for the Disabled"  Born
September 12,1993 Killed by caregivers on February
15,2007
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